
“I’m scared 
of driving 
between 
two semis.”

- Phillip Rowland

“Nearly 
every 
group 
screams.”

- Cole Stover

“The scariest 
is probably 
psychologi-
cal cause it 
messes with 
your mind.”

-Scott Howard

By Sam Cook
American culture has embraced the 

fleeting feelings of fear with many horror 
movies as a staple of cinematic experi-
ence. Exciting experiences like skydiving 
or bungee jumping are popular if expen-
sive. Chief among fear thrills are horror 
movies.

Senior Phillip Rowland said “I’m 
scared of driving between two semis.” 
But a different kind of fear comes from 
watching a horror movie or going skydiv-
ing. 

Psychology teacher Julie Carey 
described this phenomenon as the op-
ponent process theory: “Emotions go 
hand in hand. For example with sky div-
ing there’s initial fear and then the exhila-
rating feeling.” The opponent process 
theory explains that the coupling of fear 
and excitement leads people to focus on 
the excitement and forget their fear. The 
emotions shift and the feelings change to 
the thrill of sky diving.

Fear is not danger anymore, but 
instead is enjoyed in controlled environ-
ments. Instead of the old fight or flight re-
sponse to predators, people have moved 
on. It may seem strange that people are 
scared while knowing they are perfectly 
safe, but Carey explained, “Emotion is 
involuntary but still affected by cogni-
tive.” People know they are not really go-
ing to die but it affects their perception. 

Scary experiences vary person by 
person. Fear and excitement have be-

come intrinsically connected in horror 
movies and even rollercoasters. Fear as 
an emotional high is most often enjoyed 
by teenagers and young adults. 

The older someone is the less likely 
they are to seek out fear. Adolescents 
and young adults are naturally more 
open to experiences than seniors, “As 
a whole we get less open,” said Carey. 
The excitement value of fear has been 
employed by the horror genre.

Horror movies vary from psycho-
logical horror movies to others that rely 
on jump scares or gore. Horror movies 
have a variety of avenues available with 
disfigured humanoid monsters or phobia 
inducing clowns or bloody slashers. 

Classical horror monsters such as 
zombies and vampires originated from 
dark horror pieces.

Senior Scott Howard has watched 
107 horror movies in the last two and a 
half months. He said there are “five main 
genres of horror.” Howard defined them 
as paranormal, slasher, gore, monster, 
and psychological. 

Fear is heavily manipulated by the 
unknown and movies use paranormal or 
mysterious ghosts, spirits and haunted 
houses to build a mysterious atmo-
sphere that build fear. 

 “The scariest is probably psycho-
logical cause it messes with your mind,” 
he said. Howard finds that it’s not the 
jump scares but instead the ideas and 
thoughts afterwards that make them the 
scariest. 

However, some movies the scariest 
part is the possibility it could happen in 
real life. Howard talked about the Saw 
franchise, “It’s just one guy on a mission 
to teach the world to appreciate life.”

These movies build anticipation to 
heighten fear in the audience. Horror 
is about build up. A chase is about the 
tension and anticipation. This may seem 
strange. Why would people be scared 
when they know what will happen?

Fear is not simply ignored by a 
conscious decision or prior understand-
ing. Even haunted houses can still scare 
people even when they expect to be 
scared. Junior Cole Stover worked at 
the haunted house, Nightmare on Edge-
wood, and laughed saying, “Nearly ev-

ery group screams.” People want to be 
scared.

Stover would dress up in a black 
morphsuit and later use black face paint 
and then would hide in the dark maze 
officially called Insanity. When guests 
walked into the dark, fog-filled room they 
would be unaware of the green lasers 
used to create a layer they could not see 
below. Stover would jump out and scare 
them from under the laser lights.

Phobias are a major component 
of fear. They can range anywhere from 
spiders or clowns to heights or closed 
spaces. These phobias are more com-
mon than many other more specific and 
rarer phobias but they all have similar ef-
fects. As such many horror movies use 
phobias to scare the audience.

Phobias and fears are similar but 
not the same. A fear of a spider will not 
significantly impair someone but a pho-
bia may lead them to be physically im-
paired or significantly change their be-
havior. 

An example Carey gave was that 
someone afraid of worms may not go 
outside after it has rained because there 
are worms on the pavement. Common 
phobias are generally related to danger-
ous species as people are more biologi-
cally predisposed. 

So why are clowns a staple of hor-
ror movies and a common fear? Carey 
theorized that people are used to rec-

ognizing the familiar and the strange, 
exaggerated features signals “stranger 
danger”. 

Clowns have been feared for years 
according to Smithsonian writer Linda 
Rodriguez McRobbie and only recently 
have they become figures aimed at 
children. Add a real life killer clown and 
clowns have become the epitome of the 
horror genre.

Freshman Joseph Bik said that his 
favorite horror movie is the first from the 
Chucky franchise, Child’s Play. Clowns 
have been in many popular movies such 
as It, which topped box office gross num-
bers. Movie poster for the Saw reboot, Jig-

saw




